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Abstract This study describes the formation of hetero-

molecular networks involving the 1,2,4,5-benzenetetra-

carboxylic acid (BTCA) and either the free-base or zinc-

metallated tetra(4-pyridyl)porphyrin (TPyP or Zn–TPyP,

respectively), taking advantage of the complementary tet-

radentate H-atom donor and H-atom acceptor capacity of

the component species. The reaction of BTCA with TPyP

yields flat square-grid-type hydrogen bonded arrays,

wherein every BTCA moiety interacts with four different

porphyrin units and each one of the latter links laterally to

four different tetraacid molecules. Replacement of TPyP by

Zn–TPyP adds axial coordination capacity to the porphyrin

unit and changes the intermolecular interaction pattern. In

this case, the supramolecular self-assembly involves trans-

axial coordination of BTCA to Zn–TPyP, into a 2:1 com-

plex of the two species, as well as extended hydrogen

bonding in four lateral directions between the (BTCA)2(Zn–

TPyP) units thus formed. The hydrogen-bond networking

takes place between the four N(pyridyl)-sites of the por-

phyrin scaffold and the axial tetracid ligands of four

neighboring complexes. In the two crystals, the open

hydrogen bonded molecular networks stack in an offset

manner, incorporating molecules of the 1,1,2,2-tetrachlo-

roethane solvent within channel zones that penetrate

through the layered structure. Application of the TPyP

scaffold in the formation of hydrogen-bonded (rather than

coordination-driven) assemblies has not been explored prior

to our work on this subject.
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Introduction

The 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)porphyrin moiety (TPyP)

has a planar and rigid structure, bearing laterally diverging

pyridyl functions prone to interact with complementary

neighboring entities through coordination or hydrogen

bonding. Free-base TPyP and its core-metallated analogs

(M–TPyP) are readily available [1, 2]. The Zn–TPyP

complex was successfully used already nearly 20 years ago

for the assembly of self-coordinated oligomeric or 1-D

polymeric arrays [3]. This pioneering study by Fleischer

et al. was soon followed by two other landmark publications

of TPyP-based coordination polymers of single-framework

three-dimensional solids. In appropriate conditions the Zn–

TPyP self-assembles into a robust honeycomb architecture

(with trigonal R-3 space group symmetry), perforated by

0.5–0.6 nm wide channels, and exhibits an unprecedented

high thermal stability to [400 �C [4]. Isomorphous struc-

tures were achieved at a later date with the Co–TPyP and

Mn–TPyP scaffolds [5], as well as with related 5,15-

dipyridyl-10,20-diphenyl/di(4-iodophenyl) porphyrin scaf-

folds [6, 7]. Materials of this structure-type represent gen-

uine porous solids, revealing remarkable sorption and de-

sorption features. Another approach was to take advantage

of the coordination ability of the peripheral pyridyl sites to

crosslink the TPyP units with the aid of exocyclic metal

linkers. The seminal work of Robson et al. along this line of

reasoning demonstrated the formulation of a 3D coordina-

tion framework containing large inter-porphyrin voids of

nano-metric (C1 nm) dimensions by reacting Cu(II)–TPyP

with Cu(I) connectors (accompanied by suitable counter
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ions) that bridged between the pyridyl sites of neighboring

molecules [8]. This framework collapsed, however, on

removal of the lattice-trapped solvent, not being able to

sustain the large void space in the condensed solid phase.

The above observations stimulated in subsequent years an

extensive research on coordination polymerization of the

TPyP and M–TPyP ligands through diverse metal ion

connectors [9–13]. With the free base porphyrin, and in

order to prevent the competing metalation of the tatraaza

porphyrin core, the use of relatively large transition metals

was required to this end [10]. Various modes of direct self-

assembly of the M–TPyP scaffold, without resorting to

exocyclic metal bridges, have also been reported [4–7, 14,

15]. Coordination polymers of BTCA with metal ions are

known as well [16, 17].

In contrast to the so intensive investigations of the (M)–

TPyP system in the coordination-driven self-assembly

context over the last two decades, the hydrogen-bonding

capacity of this scaffold in the formulation of supramo-

lecular networks has not been explored. This can be

attributed to the considerably higher robustness of coordi-

nation-based framework solids in relation to materials

sustained by thermodynamically labile hydrogen bonding.

More recently, however, surface crystallization of supra-

molecular systems is gaining increasing attention, and

intermolecular ordering via hydrogen bonding synthons

appears highly significant as well [18–20]. Here we report

on the first crystallographic characterization of targeted

hetero-molecular networks involving the TPyP/Zn–TPyP

and BTCA moieties, and the channel-type clathrates they

form with 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (TCE): (TPyP)�(BT-

CA)�(TCE)4 (1) and (Zn–TPyP)�(BTCA)2�(TCE)4 (2).

Experimental section

Synthetic and crystallization procedures

All reagents and solvents were purchased from commercial

sources and used without further purification. Crystals of

compounds 1 and 2 were prepared using the layering

technique at room temperature. The FT-IR spectra were

recorded in the range of 400–4,000 cm-1 from KBr pellets

(Aldrich 99%?, FT-IR grade), using a BRUKER PS15

spectrophotometer. Compound 1 was obtained by layering

a dilute DMF solution of BTCA (7.87 9 10-3 M, 4 mL)

over a dilute solution of TPyP, in a 3:1 solubilizing mixture

of TCE and methanol (*1.6 9 10-3 M, 10 mL). The

reaction mixture was left at room temperature for several

days to yield deep-red crystals of 1. The crystals were

washed with the solvent mixture, and dried in air. IR (KBr/

cm-1): 1,717 m (mCOOH); 1,595 s, 1,427 m, 1,142 w,

1,095 m, 969 m, 798 s. For compound 2: First, 10 mL of a

1.47 9 10-3 M solution of Zn–TPyP, in a mixture of TCE

and methanol was placed at the bottom of a glass tube.

Next, 2 mL of pure methanol was carefully layered on top

of it. Finally a 4 mL layer of a 7.87 9 10-3 M methanol

solution of BTCA was layered on top. The solutions were

left to diffuse into one another through the buffering

methanol zone at room temperature. Deep red crystals

appeared after a few days, were collected by filtration,

washed with TCE and dried in air. 1,718 m (mCOOH);

1,625 s, 1,598 m, 1,519 m, 1,506 m, 1,481 w, 1,202 m,

1,171 m, 1,000 s, 990 s, 752 s, 720 m. The FT-IR spectra

of the two compounds exhibit a medium intensity broad

band within 2,200–2,800 cm-1, which is attributed to the

O–H stretching vibration of a strongly hydrogen-bonded

carboxylic acid group; in addition, lack of medium/strong

intensity bands in the IR region of 1,300–1,420 cm-1

(characteristic to the symmetric COO- stretch) confirms

that no deprotonation of the carboxylic acid groups has

occured in either case [21]. The uniformity of the crystal-

line solids 1 and 2 was confirmed in each case by repeated

measurements of the unit-cell dimensions from several

randomly chosen crystals.

Crystal structure determinations

The X-ray measurements (Nonius KappaCCD diffractom-

eter, MoKa radiation) were carried out at 110(2) K. The

structures were solved by direct methods (SIR-97) and

refined by full-matrix least-squares (SHELXL-97). All

non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The

hydrogen atoms were either located in idealized/calculated

positions or in difference-Fourier maps. They were refined

using a riding model, with Uiso = 1.2 Ueq of the parent

atom.

Crystal Data: 1, [(C40H26N8)(C10H6O8)�4(C2H2Cl4)]:

formula weight 1544.18, triclinic, space group P-1,

a = 6.6083(3), b = 15.6335(4), c = 17.2037(6) Å, a =

112.143(1), b = 100.640(1), c = 97.413(1)�, V =

1578.96(10) Å3, Z = 1, T = 110(2) K, Dcalc = 1.624

g cm-3, l(MoKa) = 0.76 mm-1, 29,409 collected data

and 7,466 unique reflections (hmax = 27.86�), Rint =

0.034. The final R1=0.063 for 6,097 observations with

Fo [ 4r(Fo), R1=0.074 (wR2 = 0.193) for all unique data,

363 refined parameters, |Dq| B 0.84 e/Å3. CCDC 726894.

2, [(C40H24N8Zn)�2(C10H6O8)�4(C2H2Cl4)]: formula weight

1861.68, triclinic, space group P-1, a = 11.5366(2),

b = 12.6817(2), c = 12.9893(3) Å, a = 81.4271(8), b =

87.8912(7), c = 78.0338(6)�, V = 1838.28(6) Å3, Z = 1,

T = 110(2) K, Dcalc = 1.682 g cm-3, l(MoKa) =

0.99 mm-1, 33,869 collected data and 8,702 unique

reflections (hmax = 27.84�), Rint = 0.047. The final

R1=0.067 for 6,311 observations with Fo [ 4r(Fo),

R1=0.085 (wR2 = 0.171) for all unique data, 454 refined
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parameters, |Dq| B 0.65 e/Å3. CCDC 726895. In the two

structures molecules of the TPyP, Zn–TPyP and BTCA

units are located on centers of inversion. The TCE solvent,

which is accommodated in intralattice voids, tends to reveal

conformational as well as rotational disorder. Two out of

four solvent molecules (per unit-cell) in 1 and the four

solvent species in 2, although clearly identified in electron

density maps, could not be precisely modelled by discrete

atoms due to such disorder. Their contributions were sub-

tracted from the corresponding diffraction patterns by the

‘‘Squeeze’’ method [22], and excluded from the final

refinement calculations. The voids accessible to the exclu-

ded solvents and the residual electron density in them were

assessed to be 313 Å3 and 114 e per unit-cell in 1 and

686 Å3 and 256 e per unit-cell in 2 (more accurate assess-

ments of the solvent content by thermogravimetric analyses

could not be performed due to the microgram scale of the

preparative experiments). Irrespectively, the crystallo-

graphic evaluations provided reliable structural models of

the porphyrin-BTCA molecular networks in the two solids.

Results and discussion

The TPyP and BTCA components provide excellent

building blocks for the construction of hetero-molecular

networks sustained by cooperative hydrogen bonding. Both

have an aromatic framework which bears four laterally

extending functions, the 4-pyridyl substituents in TPyP

acting as H-atom acceptors, and the four carboxylic acid

residues in BTCA as complementary proton donors. Full

utilization of the COOH���N(pyridyl) H-bonding capacity in

1, facilitated with rotational degree of freedom of the car-

boxylic groups, leads to the formation of an open square-

grid-type network. In the latter, every TPyP unit is linked to

four adjacent molecules of BTCA and every tetraacid is

connected to four different porphyrins, hence the 1:1 ratio

of the interacting components. The relatively short hydro-

gen bonding distances O���N = 2.579(2) and 2.598(3) Å

reflect on a strong interaction [23]. The assembly of the

open grid is templated by the TCE solvent, as depicted in

Fig. 1. Molecules of TCE occupy the intermolecular voids,

either in an ordered (which is associated with the formation

of weak C–HTCE���OBTCA) or a disordered manner, and

stabilize the networked structure.

In the crystal the TPyP and BTCA molecules are located

on centers of inversion. The hydrogen-bonded layers are

essentially planar, being inclined by about 608 with respect

to the (0,1,1) plane of the crystal. The porphyrin molecules

tightly offset stack along the (x, 1/2, 1/2) axis with an

interplanar distance of 3.5 Å, and the similarly separated

BTCA units along the (x, 0, 0) direction. The solvent

moieties aggregate in channel type voids propagating along

the (x, 1/2, 0) and (x, 0, 1/2) axes, through the bi-component

hydrogen-bonded networks, imparting to 1 a channel-

clathrate architecture. An edge-on view of the network

assemblies that cross the eight corners of the unit-cell is

shown in Fig. 2.

The additional axial coordination capacity of the

ZnTPyP scaffold modifies significantly the supramolecular

aggregation in 2. It is known that ZnTPyP reveals pre-

dominantly five-coordinate environment associating with a

single axial ligand, yet its four- and six-coordinate (with

two axial ligands) forms have also been reported [4, 7, 24].

Its reaction with BTCA in the present case results in the

formation of six-coordinate (ZnTPyP)(BTCA)2 complexes.

The axial ligation on both sides is characterized by rela-

tively long Zn–OBTCA distances (typical to a six-coordinate

zinc complex) of 2.492(3) Å [4, 25]. The mean planes of

the BTCA units are roughly parallel to the porphyrin

macrocycle. Due to the 1:2 stoichiometry of the repeating

unit, the ratio between the number of the available proton

acceptor (in ZnTPyP) and proton donor (in the two

BTCA’s) sites is also 1:2. As a result, the excessive number

of the latter is utilized in intramolecular hydrogen bonding

within the tetraacid species, the two bonds formed between

two pairs of neighboring carboxylic acid groups are at

O���O = 2.298(4) and 2.436(4) Å. The remaining two O–H

proton donors on each of the axial BTCA ligands are then

Fig. 1 Illustration of the 1:1 hydrogen bonded (dashed lines)

assembly of TPyP with BTCA, into a square-grid network, in 1.

Molecules of TCE are accommodated in pairs within the inter-

porphyrin voids, ordered (around inversion centre at 0,0,�, shown in

ball-and-stick representation) and disordered (around inversion at

0,�,0, omitted) solvent occupying alternating sites. The H-atoms are

omitted
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used in intermolecular associations. The supramolecular

aggregation via hydrogen bonds takes place now between

the (ZnTPyP)(BTCA)2 entities, as shown in Fig. 3.

The combined coordination and hydrogen bonding cre-

ates three-molecule thick network. The porphyrin constit-

uent of one complex binds laterally to the axial ligands of

four neighboring complexes through its four pyridyl sites.

In addition, each of the two BTCA components forms two

additional hydrogen bonds to the surrounding porphyrins at

O���N distances of 2.570(3) and 2.586(3) Å. Thus, every

unit of the 1:2 complex is engaged in total of eight nearly

linear hydrogen bonds to its neighbors, yielding an open 2D

grid. In order to facilitate this binding pattern (and allow

efficient association of the lateral pyridyl groups with the

axial ligands on the upper and lower sides of neighboring

entities) the porphyrin macrocycle is inclined by about 15�
with respect to the mean plane of the hydrogen bonded

network. The two-dimensional network assemblies stack in

the crystal along the [1, 0, -1] axis. At the interface

between consecutive layers, effective p–p interactions

operate between the axial BTCA ligands from the lower

side of one layer and the upper side of an adjacent layer

(Fig. 4). The distance between the overlapping benzene

cores of the corresponding BTCA molecules is 3.315 Å.

Structure 2 represents also a channel clathrate. View of

the structure down the c-axis reveals wide solvent-acces-

sible channels (Fig. 5), which propagate through the lay-

ered networks and enclathrate the severely disordered

molecules of the tetrachloroethane solvent (four molecules

per unit cell). The distances between the zinc centers of the

complexes that encircle the channels are 11.54 and

12.68 Å, the corresponding van der Waals cross-sectional

dimensions of the solvent-accessible voids centered around

inversion at �,�,� being approximately 5.5 9 7.0 Å.

In both structures the TCE solvent serves also as a tem-

plate (alternatively, 1,2-dichlorobenzene can be used to this

end) around which the network arrays self assemble and

crystallize out from the given reaction mixture. Enclathra-

tion of the solvent in the crystal lattice along with the por-

phyrin and BTCA components reduces the desolvation

energy lost during the crystallization reactions. The result-

ing chlatrates are stable for days when kept in a closed vial at

Fig. 2 An edge-on view of the

hydrogen bonded networks that

pass through the eight corners of

the unit-cell in 1. The TCA

solvent is excluded

Fig. 3 The layered

supramolecular open-grid

aggregation in 2. The intra- and

inter-molecular hydrogen bonds

are depicted by dashed lines.

The Zn-ions are shown as small
spheres, and the benzene rings

of BTCA are marked by circles.

The solvent species and the H-

atoms are omitted
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ambient temperature. Although the enthalpies of the

hydrogen bonds and p–p stacking forces when considered

alone are relatively small [23, 26], their cooperative effect

approaches the strength of a covalent bond, and in the

presence of suitable templates it appears to be adequate to

stabilize the observed channeled-layered architectures. The

space required to accommodate four molecules of TCE per

unit-cell in the two structures is relatively large, amounting

in each case to nearly 40% of the total crystal volume. Not

surprisingly, therefore upon removal of the templating

solvent, the crystalline network solids deteriorate into

amorphous materials.

Conclusion

The utility of the TPyP scaffold as an effective building

block for the construction of molecular networks sustained

primarily by hydrogen bonds via complementary organic

ligands has been demonstrated here for the first time. As

Fig. 4 Projection of structure 2
down the b-axis of the unit-cell,

showing edge-on three

consecutive supramolecular

layers. Note the p–p stacking of

the BTCA ligands of adjacent

layers, and the inclination of the

porphyrin units with respect to

the hydrogen-bonded layers.

The intermolecular hydrogen

bonds are depicted by dashed
lines. The Zn-ions are shown as

small spheres. The solvent

species and the H-atoms are

omitted

Fig. 5 The clathrate nature of

2. Projection of the crystal

structure down the c-axis,

showing the sizeable channel

voids centred around inversion

at �,�,� that accommodate the

disordered TCE solvent (not

shown)
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the square-planar TPyP framework may function through

its lateral pyridyl groups as tetradentate proton acceptor,

application of tetradentate proton donors of similarly

square-planar geometry was anticipated to be most suitable

to this end. The strong COOH���Npyridyl synthon [23],

combined with cooperative hydrogen bonding interactions

in four different directions and the use of favourable

reaction environment and templating solvent led to a suc-

cessful design of heteromolecular networks with the TPyP/

ZnTPyP and BTCA reagents. Similar modes of networking

sustained by hydrogen bonding of the tetra(4-carboxy-

phenyl)porphyrin scaffold have been reported [27, 28]. The

current findings are of further significance to studies of

surface-based crystallizations of hydrogen bonded mono-

layer and multilayer networks on various substrates [18–

20], associated with the design of novel molecular devices.

Further structural characterizations of TPyP-based hydro-

gen-bonded 2D molecular networks with related tri- and

tetra-carboxylic ligands are timely to this end.
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